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A Variance Analysis of the Capacity
Displaced by Wind Energy in Europe
Gregor Giebel*, Risø National Laboratory, PO Box 49, DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark

Wind energy generation distributed all over Europe is less variable than generation from a
single region. To analyse the benefits of distributed generation, the whole electrical gener-
ation system of Europe has been modelled including varying penetrations of wind power.
The model is chronologically simulating the scheduling of the European power plants to
cover the demand at every hour of the year.The wind power generation was modelled using
wind speed measurements from 60 meteorological stations for 1 year.The distributed wind
power also displaces fossil-fuelled capacity. However, every assessment of the displaced
capacity (or a capacity credit) by means of a chronological model is highly sensitive to
single events. Therefore the wind time series was shifted by integer days against the load
time series, and the different results were aggregated. The same set of results is shown for
two other options, one where the pump storage plants are used more aggressively and the
other where all German nuclear plants are shut off. NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data have been
used to recreate the same averaged time series from a data set spanning 34 years.Through
this it is possible to set the year studied in detail into a longer-term context. The results are
that wind energy can contribute more than 20% of the European demand without signifi-
cant changes in the system and can replace conventional capacity worth about 10% of the
installed wind power capacity. The long-term reference shows that the analysed year is the
worst case for wind power integration. Copyright © 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction
The fact that wind energy is not always available from any single cluster of turbines has given rise to criti-
cism of wind power as not being reliable and needing the same amount of additional back-up as the installed
wind power. This is obviously wrong, as wind power is these days built additionally to a grid already suffi-
cient to supply the demand on its own. What is right though is that adding 1MW of wind power does not
increase the security of supply in the same way as adding 1MW of conventional generation (e.g. gas-fired).
As the supply of conventional fuels is usually not a problem, the only insecurity associated with conventional
generation is the technical availability, which for most modern power plants is in the high 90% range. While
wind turbines reach technical availabilities of over 98%, they are dependent on the fuel, i.e. wind, which is
variable. For low wind speeds and very high wind speeds the turbine does not produce electricity. On the other
hand, both calms and storms are local events, and sufficiently spread-out wind power generation is much less
variable and more secure than wind power from a single location or region. The increase in secured capacity
to supply the electrical load is called a capacity credit. It is usually expressed as a percentage of the installed
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wind power capacity. Though many studies have been performed on the capacity credit of wind energy in
single countries, none so far has looked at the benefits of distributing the generation all over Europe.

The capacity credit concept is most relevant for the discussion in the classical, vertically integrated utility
world, where everything related to electricity was in one hand and the generation system, transmission system
and distribution network could be planned with long lead times. This explains the lack of attention the topic
has received in recent years. Since the liberalization of the markets and the unbundling of the Transmission
System Operator (TSO) responsible for the stability of the system from the (many) power generation compa-
nies, the situation has become more complex. The idea behind the liberalized market is to force competition
in the electricity system, thereby reducing prices for the consumer, while letting the TSO handle the stability
of the grid. In this system the market rules are more important than in the old set-up, and overly zealous market
rules can work against system stability. For example, in Europe the market price for electricity is artificially
low owing to the still existing overcapacity of written-off power plants, which makes it not economic to invest
in new power plants, except for incumbent large power companies that can take a similar capacity out of the
market. Having said all this, the capacity credit still goes into the long-term adequacy considerations for the
power system, be it market-based or liberalized.

This article presents the main results of a study on the benefits of distributing wind power all over Europe,
also available as a full thesis text.1 For a compendium of existing studies on the capacity credit of wind energy,
see Reference 2. The common feature of all the studies quoted there is that for small penetrations the capac-
ity credit of wind energy is close to the average load factor, while for high penetrations it approaches a value
mainly determined by the minimum load factor. However, as Milligan3 pointed out, the assessment of a capac-
ity credit by means of a chronological model like the one used in this article is highly sensitive to single events.
Therefore a variational analysis is carried out, shifting the wind power profile by 50 days in both directions
against the load time series. Using this technique, it was possible to determine the influence of the power plant
mix and the scheduling strategy on the capacity credit. The sensitivity is high not only for single events and
their distribution during the year but also for the variation of wind power from year to year. Therefore, if only
1 year of data is available, as in the article at hand, reanalysis data can be used to put the assessment into
context.

Models, Methods and Data
National Grid Model
The assessment of the economic value of wind energy and wind power forecasting is done using the National
Grid Model (NGM) of Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK.4,5 Detailed information is needed on the power
plants available for dispatch and on the prices for fossil fuel. Additionally, three time series are needed: elec-
tricity demand on the whole grid, wind power measurements and possibly wind power forecasts (persistence
and perfect forecasting are calculated within the program itself).

The NGM models the scheduling and dispatch of power plant to meet the demand on a large-scale elec-
tricity grid. As such, it is a one-node model, where transmission losses or bottlenecks are not an issue. However,
for most of Europe, where nearly all countries are part of UCTE, this is not far from the truth for moderate
penetrations. Nonetheless, the losses involved in wheeling large-scale power physically from Spain to Sweden
would be prohibitively large.

In this set-up the model runs in hourly time steps. At every step the number of power plants needed in the
next hours to cover the predicted demand is scheduled ahead. All power plants are listed in merit order, so 
the operators first choose the plant with the lowest production cost per kWh and then work their way through
the list up to the number of plants needed to cover the predicted demand. At this stage the predicted wind power
is treated as negative load. Therefore wind power replaces the least efficient and probably also most polluting
power plants first. To account for the uncertainty of the demand, the predicted demand is calculated by multi-
plying the actual demand by a Gaussian-distributed random number with a distribution mean of 1 and a stan-
dard deviation of 0·015. This uncertainty is consistent with published deviations for load prediction algorithms
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(see e.g. References 6–8). The eight plant types treated in this model can be found in Table I, together with the
associated prices for fuel.

An assumption is made for each type of plant regarding its start-up time: a maximum of 8h is assigned to
coal- and oil-fired plant, while OCGTs are considered to start up immediately within the hourly time step of
the model. Obviously, the fraction of OCGTs in the modelled grid strongly influences the overall response time
of the grid. The 8h maximum also limits the time frame for looking ahead: there is no need to look beyond
the maximum start-up time. Nuclear plant is treated as always running with an output determined by the rated
capacity times the lifetime load factor. During 6 weeks in summer the nuclear production is scaled back to
70% owing to scheduled maintenance and fuel rod changes. Hydro plant is predominantly (90%) used as base
plant with a generation according to season: in late winter the generation is higher than in late summer. Hydro
power dams are not modelled explicitly. The possibility to use less of the available water to smooth out some
of the fossil or nuclear generation is therefore solely the responsibility of the pumped hydro storage plants.
Thermal power plants cannot be operated at less than 50% load factor.

Any shortfalls in load not covered by the scheduled power plant are met either by fast response plant (pumped
hydro or gas turbines) or through the spinning reserve. This is thermal plant that is not being run at full output
but at, say, 95%. The remaining 5% can be activated very fast if need be. The spinning reserve is planned as
a fraction of the predicted load (SR1) as well as a fraction of currently available wind power (SR2). Both these
fractions remain fixed for a model run (typically 1 year) but are optimized across model runs to yield minimum
fossil fuel cost under the condition that no loss-of-load events (LOLE) occur. Since power plants can only be
dropped from service from one time step to the next in the model, not all of the wind power production can
be accepted into the grid when all running steam plants are already at the minimum load or when the demand
is already covered by the sum of nuclear and hydro power and a fraction of the available wind power. The rest
of the generated wind power is then discarded. Note that, in a country with hydro dams, most of the wind
power would be used instead of stored water. Since this is not modelled, the amount of discarded wind power
is probably lower in reality than in the model results.

This model set-up is then run for added capacities of 0%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, . . . , 100% of
wind energy as a percentage of the existing plant mix. This percentage refers to added nameplate wind-
generating capacity in relation to the existing conventional power plant capacity. First, SR1 is optimized at
zero wind energy. Then, at higher additional wind energy, SR1 is kept stable and SR2 is optimized.

Another possibility is to optimize for lowest fossil fuel cost at every step, yielding the best combination of
SR1, SR2 and an additional parameter detailing how aggressively to use pump storage plant for peak lopping.
Peak lopping is the smoothing out of the load curve using a smaller or higher amount of the available pump
storage plant for scheduled generation. Since the model optimizes for minimum fossil fuel cost, pump storage
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Table I. Details of the power stations used in the NGM: OCGT, open cycle gas
turbine; CCGT, combined cycle gas turbine; CR&W, combustible renewables

and waste. The pump storage efficiency is one-way

Type Start-up time (h) Cost (€c/kWh) Mean efficiency

Nuclear NA NA 0·70b

Coal 8 0·7294 0·35814
Oil 8 0·9489 0·35755
OCGT 0 8·6245a 0·1987
CCGT 1 1·0204 0·54685
CR&W 8 0·8793 0·305
Hydro NA NA NA
Pump storage NA NA 0·88475

NA, not applicable.
a The cost for OCGT is €*c/kWhel. All other costs are fuel prices in €c/kWhth.
b Average lifetime load factor.



is essentially deemed free to use, but it increases the amount of fossil fuel used multiplied by its efficiency
percentage. This approach was used for the graphs denoted ‘peak lopping’.

To assess the influence of wind power forecasting, two different forecasting methods are used. One is perfect
forecasting and uses the time series itself as a forecast. The inclusion of this model yields an upper boundary
for the usefulness of wind energy forecasting as well as for wind power in general. The other model is per-
sistence, which is quite reasonable, since the maximum forecast horizon needed is 8h. This model sets the
lower bound of what is possible with short-term forecasting. Actually, forecasts on the basis of numerical
weather prediction models (NWPs) alone might fare even worse, since these have significant error for the 0h
forecast and only get better than persistence after about 4h.9 Nevertheless, in a real-world application it would
be very unwise not to use online measurement data and hence get the 0h prediction error down.

European Wind Data
The European wind data came from 60 meteorological stations in the selected countries and are detailed else-
where.1,10,11 The geographical distribution can be found in Figure 1. The data extended from December 1990
to December 1991 inclusive.

The wind was scaled to a height of 50m above ground level (a.g.l.) using the sector-dependent roughnesses
from the WAsP analyses published in Reference 11 in the logarithmic wind profile. In order to calculate the
total European wind power generation from these sites, a European average wind turbine distribution12 was
used corresponding to a 6·1MW unit. The distribution was representative for early 2000, thereby excluding
the largest new machines now on the market. However, a similar analysis with different power curves and for
80m height a.g.l. has shown that the main findings of this study are unaffected.13
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Figure 1. The meteorological sites used. The squares are stations of over 2000 full load hours. If the name is missing, it
means that too many data were missing to use the station on its own



Using the superposed power curve for each site, the power output time series was aggregated over Europe
for each hour. This time series is referred to as ‘average’. In order to measure the effects of a time series with
higher load factor but also higher variability, the single-site time series with the highest production was used.
This came from Malin Head in Ireland, yielding 3865 full load hours (FLH, defined as the yearly production
in MWh divided by the number of MW installed).

European Grid Data
The installed capacity in the selected countries (AT, BE, CH, DE, DK, ES, FR, GR, IE, IT, NL, PT and UK)
was available,14 broken down by plant type. Additionally, the full individual power unit details for
England/Wales, Ireland and Portugal were known, as were the details of all European nuclear power stations.15

To assess the influence of the decision of the German government to shut down all nuclear power stations
(∼17·5GW), in one run they have been taken out of the power plant mix without replacement. The corre-
sponding graphs are denoted ‘no DE nukes’. For each plant category the known size distributions of the avail-
able countries were scaled up to the appropriate total capacity. The overall capacity for all categories is 
461·42GW.14 However, the available capacity on the day of the highest demand was only 321·13GW. Since
the NGM does not take scheduled or forced outages into account, this installed capacity was chosen for the
modelling of the whole power plant mix.

The demand time series were available from France (EDF), England/Wales (CEGB) and Portugal (EdP).
These were scaled in order to fit the overall European load, which was 1603TWh.

The wind and load time series were from 1991, since the effect of the wind on the demand was deemed
important too. However, the aggregated numbers of total demand and installed capacity were scaled to the
values for 2000.

European Wind Data from Reanalysis
The reanalysis project16 is an effort to reanalyse historical meteorological data with a state-of-the-art weather
model. The aim here is to create one consistent data set without artificial trends that were introduced at a model
change. One can think of it as a meteorologically sound way to extrapolate between measurements.

The data were from 1965–1998 and comprised 12-hourly 10min averages of wind speed at 10m height a.g.l.
The time series were from the grid points nearest to the meteorological stations used above. Since the mean
of these time series was slightly different from the mean of the meteorological data series, the reanalysis wind
speed was normalized to yield the same mean wind speed as the meteorological data for the period from
December 1990 to December 1991. The wind time series was converted to a power output by the same method
as the measured wind speeds of ‘European Wind Data’.

Capacity Effects
Benefits of Distributed Production
The properties of the different time series are shown below. While the time series with the highest generation
has nearly 4000FLH, the lowest wind speeds are found in Munich, corresponding to 853FLH. This is an
example of a site that would not see wind power development unless the local topography significantly
enhanced the resource (as in Munich, where the only wind turbine within city boundaries is built on a 
∼100m high garbage mound). Also, taking these marginal sites into account leads to more measuring points
being available from the data set. In Reference 1, results are also shown using a data set with a cut-off below
2000FLH, leaving 25 sites. However, since the results are not very dissimilar to the ones using the ‘average’
series, those results have been left out of this article for clarity of presentation.

The amount of smoothing of the time series achieved by averaging the generation over a large area can be
seen from Table II. While the single highest time series from Malin Head reaches both zero and maximum
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generation, the ‘average’ series has a minimum generation that is not null (∼1·5%), and stays at all times well
below the installed capacity (with a maximum at 67%). This is even more pronounced for the gradients: there
is a 37% probability that the next hour’s output of the European average will be within 1·6% of its value now,
while there is a 1·6% (cumulative) probability that the output from Malin Head will decrease by 20% or more.
This effect comes from the weaker correlation of time series from distant places. While the cross-correlation
of wind power time series varies widely even for the same distance, a fit through the cloud of points finds 
an exponential decay on a scale of about 725km. The correlation is completely random for distances over
∼3000km.

Since the grid (model) can only accept wind energy as a replacement for fossil fuel, wind energy has to be
discarded when the demand is already covered by the base load generation (nuclear and hydro) and some frac-
tion of the wind energy, or when all fossil plants are already at a minimum. Figure 2 shows the amount of
wind energy that has to be discarded as a function of the (demand) penetration of wind energy in the grid. For
small penetrations, nearly no wind energy has to be discarded, while at higher penetrations the percentage of
discarded wind energy rises strongly. While the graph looks complex at first, it is built up of two different wind
time series (Malin Head and the ‘average’ series), including two additional options for the ‘average’ time series:
‘no DE nukes’ and the more aggressive ‘peak lopping’. These four options come in two forecasting flavours,
‘perfect’ and ‘persistence’ (open symbols). The graph shows that wind energy can be integrated to about 15%
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Table II. Properties of the European time series: s is the standard deviation of the resulting time series, srel is the
standard deviation divided by the mean, FLH is the full load hours and LF is the load factor. Mean, min, max and s are

in kW relative to the 6·1MW unit explained in ‘European Wind Data’

Time series Mean Min Max s srel (%) FLH (h) LF (%)

Average 1347 94 4085 773 0·57 1934 22·1
Malin Head 2646 0 6096 2202 0·83 3800 43·4
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Figure 2. Discarded wind energy production. The figure shows the percentage of generated wind energy that is not
accepted into the grid as a function of the percentage of demand covered by wind energy. ‘Persistence’ (open symbols)

and ‘perfect’ are the two forecasting options described in the text



of covered demand with just 10% of wind energy wasted owing to the assumptions built into the model (the
line denoted ‘average, baseline, persistence’). This is only valid for the smooth averaged time series, since
Malin Head already wastes 10% at about 10% of demand covered. For perfect forecasting, the result becomes
even better: nearly 20% of the total electricity demand can be covered before 10% of the wind power pro-
duction has to be dumped (the full squares of ‘average, baseline, perfect’). Using perfect forecasting for Malin
Head, the result is 12·5%.

Comparing the two forecasting options in the baseline cases shows that the higher the variability in the wind
power, the higher is the value of accurate forecasting even for small penetrations. Aggregating the output helps
twofold here: the aggregated time series is less variable in itself and thereby easier to forecast, and the fore-
casting errors are only weakly correlated throughout a region,17 thereby reducing the forecasting error of a
region in comparison with that of a single wind farm. Using an aggressive peak-lopping strategy does not
change the result much (in part because the daily peak/trough of the European load time series is not so pro-
nounced as in a single, national load time series).

Interesting here is the result for a more flexible power plant mix with less base load generation: in the case
of the shutdown of all German nuclear plants, much more fossil fuel has to be burnt to make up for the lost
nuclear generation. Since this replacement is modelled as being easily controllable, a more flexible plant mix
emerges, giving rise to a higher amount of wind energy that can be accepted into the grid. Therefore much
less wind energy has to be discarded, giving a higher percentage of demand covered at the same penetration.

Discarding 10% of the generated wind energy may sound like a lot, but it is not, owing to the assumptions
made in the NGM. In the model, hydro power is pure base load and (except for the pump storage plants) cannot
be used for system stability purposes. This is equivalent to saying that all the hydro power in the model is of
the run-of-river type. In reality, reservoir-fed hydro power will take most of the energy provided. Of the ∼100
GW of hydro power generation installed in Europe, about half is connected to some kind of reservoir, although
the reservoirs are concentrated in mountainous terrain, e.g. the Alps or Norway. At the very least the reser-
voirs are capable of holding back some generation for a few hours, though typically the time scale should be
weeks. Therefore most of the energy here would not be produced at once by hydro power but deferred for later
use.

In the European grid analysed here, the total cost of fossil fuel for 1 year without any wind energy is 11·63
G€. For the peak-lopping strategy it is 11·06G€, while without the German nuclear plants the fossil fuel cost
is 14·25G€. Keep in mind that pollutant and CO2 emissions rise and fall in the same order of magnitude. In
Figure 3 we see that the possible fossil fuel savings correlate with the amount of wind energy fed into the
network (i.e. the gross wind energy production minus the discarded wind energy from Figure 2). Covering
20% of the total electricity consumption of Europe with wind energy means that close to 60% of all fossil fuel
costs could be saved in the baseline option. This corresponds to about 6–7G€. The ‘no DE nukes’ option has
higher absolute numbers for the savings but lower relative ones. The difference between baseline and peak
lopping is small. All the data points (except the first four, which are closer together) of the different graphs
are equidistant in installed wind capacity. The fact that the four lines for the baseline options, Malin Head
(twice) and the ‘average’ time series (also twice), are so close together means that, in the scaling using accepted
wind energy as x-axis, the main influence is the plant mix, especially the relative amounts of fossil fuel gen-
eration in the mix. Keep in mind that most of the variation between the time series is leading to different
amounts of discarded wind production. Forecasting can make a difference. The spread between the forecast-
ing methods is larger for more variable wind energy generation (not shown in Figure 3).

Variational Analysis
Since the NGM does not take forced or scheduled outages into account, a proper capacity credit assessment
based on the calculation of loss-of-load probability is not possible with the NGM. However, it is possible to
ask the NGM how much fossil fuel capacity was used during the run. The unused fossil fuel capacity (or
surplus capacity) is then the capacity used at zero wind power penetration minus the capacity used at higher
penetration.
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The unused fossil fuel capacity correlates with the load factor at the hour of the highest fossil fuel demand.
Note that this does not need to be the highest overall demand, depending on the nuclear and hydro power strat-
egy, although it should be close by. However, considering the variability of wind power between weeks in a
year and between years for the same week, the capacity credit of wind energy for small penetrations is more
or less randomly distributed in the same way as wind power generation is distributed. The overall highest
demand is found in a 7 week period in winter, ranging from the second week in January to the third week in
February. The variability of the load over many years is quite small, at least for the northern European coun-
tries not seeing the peak generation happen owing to air conditioning in summer, so this 7 week period should
be more or less the same over all years, barring extremely cold winter periods outside of these 7 weeks.

To overcome the single-event problem, a variational analysis was done by shifting the wind time series rel-
ative to the load time series. Since the load time series exhibits a diurnal variation, it was decided to only shift
the series by whole days. This was done here for ±50 days, since using even more days the seasonal cycle
would have been neglected. Note that the financial benefits from saved fossil fuel (as in Figure 3) are largely
unaffected by the shifting, since these depend on the total amount of accepted wind energy.

For Figure 4, all the instances of relative displaced capacity (the unused fossil fuel capacity expressed as a
percentage of the installed wind power capacity) have been calculated using the shifting process and perfect
forecasting (persistence forecasting hardly changes the result). The average displaced capacity is plotted
together with the standard deviation of the instances. For the European ‘average’ wind analysed here, the unused
fossil fuel capacity is about 9% of the installed wind power capacity at 45% penetration for all three options.
For 20% demand covered, the capacity credit is around 10% of the installed wind power capacity. The pattern
follows this explanation: for high penetration the mean displaced capacity decreases with a low scatter to a
value near the minimum load factor; for low penetration the mean displaced capacity is close to the average
load factor, while the scatter is very large.* The average production (load factor) is 22% (see Table II), but the
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Figure 3. Fossil fuel savings for different wind energy production and different plant mixes. The x-axis denotes the
percentage of total electricity demand covered by wind energy. Only perfect forecasting is shown

*This does not explain the increase in relative displaced capacity for the first few points of the baseline plot. It is probably due
to the discrete power plant size. The unused fossil fuel capacity for 0·8% newly installed capacity is for the Selection series at
550 MW, a size where one or two typical coal-fired power stations are being replaced. In most cases it replaces only one while
reducing the load factor of the other. That other one is then still counted as needed.



average production of the European ‘average’ series during the 7 week period of the highest load is about 30%,
which is also the value reached for zero penetration when extrapolating the linear part in the log–log plot
above. Note that for low penetration the use of pump storage plant for peak lopping can increase the capacity
credit of wind energy for small penetrations to nearly 100% of the installed capacity.

The Long Term: Reanalysis
In the course of the last section the importance of the load factor during the period of the highest load for a
capacity credit assessment has been stressed. The lack of detailed data for more than 1 year in this study can
be overcome with the use of reanalysis data, which are available for 34 years. Therefore an assertion can be
made regarding the long-term effects on the previous analysis.

Figure 5 shows the mean power production for the 7 week period of the highest load. Our reference year
1991 is actually one of the worst-producing winter periods in the whole period. This means that 1991 was one
of the worst years to use for a capacity assessment of wind energy. In other words, the results presented in the
previous section should be treated as a worst-case scenario.

Summary/Conclusions
The assessment of the capacity credit of wind energy by means of a chronological scheduling model is very
sensitive to single events. The scheduling model can be used nonetheless to assess the fossil fuel savings due
to wind energy. It also can help in estimating the benefits of distributed generation or various forecasting
options. Using data from 60 meteorological stations all over Europe, the resulting wind generation time series
was fed into the National Grid Model, a scheduling model run as a one-node model with a mainly thermal and
nuclear system of Europe (essentially the EU-15). Wind energy can contribute more than 20% of the Euro-
pean electricity demand, taking a loss of 10% of the generated wind energy into account, part of which could
be saved in the hydro reservoirs not modelled here. Under the assumptions of the scheduling model, this leads
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to savings of 60% of the fossil fuel cost, worth about 7G€, corresponding to 22 €/MWh as the value of wind
power in pure fuel saver mode. The installed wind power capacity replaces at this stage fossil-fuelled power
plants worth somewhat more than 10% of the installed wind power capacity. The use of pump storage can
increase the capacity credit for small penetrations to up to 100%. Using a 34 year time series derived from
reanalysis data, this could be shown to be a worst-case scenario, since the analysed year was one of the worst
in terms of average load factors during the high-load period.
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